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What is GoPayment? 

•  Product Overview: 

–  Problem: Getting paid electronically in the field 

–  Customer: Targets over 4MM SMBs in the US that do work and need to get 

paid in the field (~2MM are QB users) 

–  Solution: Enable merchants to accept credit/debit cards using their mobile 

phone (mobile app and website) 

•  Downloadable app supports Bluetooth swiper and printer/swiper 

–  Differentiation:  (1) Ease of use (2)  the right phone support (i.e. rugged and 

smart),  (3)  QB integration, support the right phones for target (4) a business 

model that works for Intuit, merchants and the mobile ecosystem 

–  Benefits: “I can get paid on the spot, so I’m done” 

•  Being done, saving time, looking professional 

•  GoPayment eliminates the need to buy or carry additional hardware and 

increases efficiency over manual methods 

Enabling merchants get paid anywhere, anytime 

GoPayment enables mobile merchants to accept credit and signature debit card 
payments through their mobile phone 
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– These screens show the GoPayment 
applica4on. (It looks a li9le different if 
you use the web browser version.) – The screen expands for the row you 

are entering info for. Once you 
complete all fields, click “Charge” 

GoPayment – How It Works 
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Mobile success is multifaceted and non-serial 

Solve the business problem; 
create distribution & revenue 

models 

Launch, create momentum, scale, port & leverage partners to 
accelerate adoption 

Certify & test the E2E 
experience 

d4D; create tech & port 
strategy; & check out the 

competition 

Identify a big problem that is 
“fit” for mobile 

Create business & marketing 
plans & partnership strategy 

Test E2E against plan & execute 
partnership strategy 

Start Here 
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Customer Driven Innovation 

Start with Intuit’s secret sauce…it’s valuable in 
mobile 

•  What’s the problem and 
how many people have 
it? 

•  What is the customer 
outcome? 

•  What hypotheses do you 
need to validate to be 
successful? 

•  Getting paid is a big 
horizontal mobile need 

•  Hypothesis on pain with 
existing alternatives 

•  Chose not to solve the 
whole E2E workflow 

Considerations GoPayment Learnings: 
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Check for mobile fit 

Often only certain elements of the experience need to be 
mobilized and much value is created in the backend 

•  Is the problem better 
solved on a mobile 
phone?   

•  Is your target customer 
someone the mobile 
ecosystem cares about? 

•  What is the ideal E2E 
UX?   

•  Carriers want a cut of 
each transaction and 
payment data is low 
bandwidth 

•  Control over UI desired 
but comes at the cost of 
dev complexity 

•  MAS onboarding inhibits 
the ideal mobile 
experience 

Considerations GoPayment Learnings: 
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design 4 Delight 

• Do you need to have E2E 
prototyping with this 
solution? 

• Can you prototype 
security vs. UX trade-
offs? 

• What technologies to 
test? 

• Leveraged ATE and CXD 
for mobile prototyping, 
research and design 

• Perfected the app design 
but the web version also 
has high adoption 

• Underestimated amount 
of backend work and it’s 
impact on the UX 

Go broad with technologies and design 

Considerations GoPayment Learnings: 
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Test the E2E shop/buy/use experience 

• When and how should 
you test the E2E shop/
buy/use experience? 

• Marketing 
• Brand 
• 1st use experience 
• Other Intuit mobile 

• Testing messaging and 
marketing website led to 
key insights 
• Failed to test the actual 
onboarding experience 
early on which led to 
customer confusion and 
delayed usage 
• Carrier & handset model 
selection help you 
customize the set up 
experience 

Marketing and product decisions should be 
in lockstep 

Considerations GoPayment Learnings: 
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Build, certify, port, launch 

• What mobile technologies 
(OS, Runtime, SMS, WAP) 
will I use? 

• What’s my porting and 
certification strategy? 

• How can I move fast and 
create a compelling 
mobile experience? 

• 3rd party developer has 
accelerated mobile 
development 

• Remote dev teams 
difficult to manage (time 
zones, network 
differences) 

• Make sure that all mobile 
ecosystem requirements 
are met before launch 

Expect the unexpected 

Considerations GoPayment Learnings: 
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The Project Process 

• How should we manage 
internal communications? 

• How do we measure our 
success? 

• Role of project 
champions? 

• Balance communicating, 
learning, and iterating 

• Make sure that metrics 
are in place from Day1 

• Executive sponsorship 
and assistance from 
central org are key 

Thinking of the end-to-end process is key 

Considerations GoPayment Learnings: 


